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Solving Jigsaw Puzzles by Computer (Part I)

——Jigsaw Pieces Extraction, Corner Point Detection,

and Piece Classification and Recognition

Fenghui Yao,† Guifeng Shao,†† Hiroaki Yamada†

and Kiyoshi Kato†

We proposed a method to solve jigsaw puzzles by computer. This method employs both
the piece boundary shape information and the piece boundary image information. Firstly, the
jigsaw pieces are extracted from the input image. Then, the corner points of jigsaw pieces are
detected, and the piece classification and recognition are performed based on the jigsaw piece
models. Next, the connection relationships are calculated according to piece boundary shape
matching and image merging. Finally, the connection relationships among the pieces are
recovered. This paper, as the first part, is limited to describe jigsaw piece extraction, jigsaw
piece model construction, corner point detection, and piece classification and recognition.

1. Introduction

A match between the world champion of in-
ternational chess and the IBM supercomputer
Deep Blue gathered the attention of the chess
fans, engineers, researchers and scientists from
the whole world 10). The win of Deep Blue be-
came a big encouragement for computer engi-
neers and scientists. In Japan, computer Shogi
(the Japanese chess) has been researched ac-
tively since some years. However, the com-
puter still can not beat a human champion of
Shogi. Together with the international chess
and Shogi, the jigsaw puzzle is also a very diffi-
cult problem for a computer to solve. The two-
dimensional jigsaw puzzle is a one-person game
in which one is given a picture cut into many
irregularly shaped pieces; the objective of the
game is to fit the pieces together to reconstruct
the original picture. Different with the com-
puter chess and Shogi in which the knowledge
and reasoning are mainly employed, the jigsaw
puzzles involve the application of concepts of
pattern recognition to both the shapes of the
pieces and the pictorial information on them.
That is why this problem has rarely been done.
To the author’s knowledge, two studies of how
to deal with this problem have been carried out
by Freeman and Garder 2) and Yao, et al. 7).

As pointed by Freeman and Garder, the jig-
saw puzzles have the following characteristics.
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1) Orientation: Jigsaw puzzles pieces are usu-
ally given without information about their ori-
entation.

2) Connectedness: An assembled puzzle may
cover a simple-connected area, or it may have
“holes” in it and thus be multiply-connected.
Alternately, a given set of pieces may assemble
into two or more disjoint areas, in which case
the set of pieces is simply a mixture of two or
more puzzles.

3) Exterior boundary : For some jigsaw puz-
zles the exterior boundary is known to be rect-
angular, and the length and width may or may
not be known. In others the boundary may be
irregular and either known or unknown.

4) Uniqueness: Most commercially available
puzzles are unique, i.e., the pieces can be as-
sembled properly in only one way.

5) Radiality : It refers to the kinds of inte-
rior and exterior junction in the assembled puz-
zle. A triradial junction is the junction of three
boundary lines. A quadradial junction joins
four boundary lines and a quintradial junction
joins five. These characteristics are important
when to solve the jigsaw puzzles by the com-
puter.

The work of Freeman and Garder was done
in 1964. It is a fundamental work about this
problem. Because the language limitation of
the computer, the resolution limitation of digi-
tizer and the limitation of imaging device, they
only showed how to solve this problem by using
the piece boundary shape information.

The work of Yao, et al. was done recently. It
is a preparatory work to solve a jigsaw puzzle
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by computer. It pointed out the problems exist-
ing in the work done by Freeman and Garder,
and proposed a new method to solve the jig-
saw puzzle problem by also employing the piece
boundary shape information.

Both researches did not show how to use the
image information to solve jigsaw puzzle. Here,
we propose a method to solve a jigsaw puzzle by
using both the piece boundary shape informa-
tion and the piece boundary image information.
In our method, the jigsaw pieces are firstly ex-
tracted from the input image. Then, the cor-
ner points of jigsaw pieces are detected. Next,
the piece classification and recognition are per-
formed based on the jigsaw models. Connec-
tion relationships are calculated according to
the piece boundary shape matching and image
merging. Finally, the connection relationships
among the pieces are recovered. This paper, as
part I of our work, is limited to describe the
jigsaw piece extraction, the jigsaw model con-
struction, the corner point detection, and the
piece classification and recognition 6). Part II,
another paper, will relate jigsaw piece bound-
ary shape matching, the image merging, and
the recovery of the connection relationships of
the jigsaw puzzles 8).

The organization of the rest of this paper is
as follows. In section 2, the motivation and the
strategies to solve a jigsaw puzzle problem are
related. In section 3, we briefly review the work
done by Freeman and Garder, and that by Yao,
et al., and point out problems with these algo-
rithms. Section 4 introduces the symbols and
notations employed in the description of our
method. Section 5 describes the jigsaw mod-
els. Section 6 gives an overview of the meth-
ods employed in this paper. Section 7 relates
the jigsaw piece edge recognition and piece type
recognition. Experiment results with real-world
images are given in section 8. The paper ends
with some concluding remarks.

2. Motivations and Strategies

The motivation of this research is to find the
scientific solution for the jigsaw puzzle prob-
lem in pattern recognition. As a scientific
problem, the jigsaw puzzle problem can be de-
fined as follows. For SP = {P0, P1, · · · , PN−1},
where Pi represents the i-th jigsaw piece (i ∈
{0, 1, · · · , N − 1}), and has attribute of closed
boundary and solid texture, and for Pi, there
exists Pj(i �= j, i, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}) so that
a part of the boundary of Pi is completely same

with a part of that of Pj, and the textures nearby
these two parts of boundaries are most simi-
lar, that is, Pi and Pj are neighborhood (or
can be connected), then find the neighbor for
Pk (k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}) and make all pieces
in SP be connected into one large piece. The
strategies to solve this problem by computer
can be top-down or bottom-up methodologies.
The top-down methodology is like the process
that the jigsaw puzzle was made. Usually, to
generate a jigsaw puzzle, a large piece of picture
with regular shape is cut into plenty of small
irregular pieces by using cutting rules. For a
given piece in SP , the shape of its neighbor
piece can be determined by using the cutting-
rules. The bottom-up methodology intends to
find the neighbor piece for a given piece in SP

by using the shape and texture information.
Generally, the cutting-rules are not given to
the player, and because the bottom-up method-
ology is similar to the process that the hu-
man people solve it by hand, we employed the
bottom-up methodology to solve this problem.
The following shows the details.

3. Brief Review of Previous Works

As mentioned in Section 1, two works have
been carried out by Freeman and Garder, and
Yao, et al., on how to solve jigsaw puzzles by
computer.

Freeman and Garder’s algorithm for solv-
ing a jigsaw puzzle may be briefly summa-
rized as follows: 1) Express the jigsaw pieces
by means of chain-encoding boundary curves,
and find the slope-discontinuity points or cur-
vature inflection points if very few or no slope-
discontinuities exist. 2) Separate the boundary
curves into a set of chainlets, each of that is
likely to mate with one and only one chainlet
from another set, and then compute their fea-
tures. 3) Calculate the feature separation be-
tween a given chainlet and all chainlets in the
set of pieces, to obtain the mating candidates.

This algorithm works well if the slope-
discontinuity points can be obtained correctly.
However, it is difficult to determine the slope-
discontinuity points uniformly and steady be-
cause of boundary noise. This gives rise to the
wrong segmentation of the boundary curves,
with the result that the chainlet candidates and
the mating chainlet cannot be determined cor-
rectly. This is because the segmentation of a
boundary curve at slope-discontinuity points is
a kind of coarse segmentation.
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To solve this problem, Yao, et al. proposed to
perform fine segmentation at points with local
maxima of the absolute curvature, and to sep-
arate the boundary curve into boundary curve
segments rather than chainlets. Owing to this
fine segmentation, the features defined in Free-
man and Garder’s work can no longer be used.
Yao, et al.’s algorithm can be briefly summa-
rized as following: 1) Express the pieces by
their boundary curves, and extract the dom-
inant points of each curve; 2) Separate the
curves into sets of curve segments by taking
the dominant points as the separation points,
perform matching between every two curve seg-
ments that belong to two different pieces, and
calculate the minimal matching error between
them; and 3) Detect the longest consecutive
matched curve segments, and then recover the
connection relationships among pieces.

Yao, et al.’s algorithm works well. It also has
the following problem. Because the boundary
curve is separated into the curve segment at the
point with local maxima of the absolute curva-
ture, the total number of the curve segments
in a given jigsaw puzzle becomes big, and the
total number of matching among the curve seg-
ments becomes huge. This makes the detection
of the longest consecutive matched curve seg-
ments be difficult. And also, the matching be-
tween two curve segments belonging to two dif-
ferent pieces is performed by rotating one curve
segment from 0◦ to 360◦ with the step of 1◦, and
then calculating the matching error after each
rotation, to obtain the best fitted orientation.
This is very time-consuming.

To solve the problems in Yao, et al.’s algo-
rithm, we propose to separate the piece bound-
ary curve at the corner point. This paper de-
scribes the jigsaw piece extraction, corner point
detection, and the jigsaw piece classification
and recognition. For convenience in describing
the details of our method, we give some def-
initions and introduce the some symbols and
notations in the next section.

4. Definitions, Symbols, and Nota-
tions

Before explaining the definitions, symbols,
and notations, let us make it clear that what
kinds jigsaw puzzles we deal with in our work.

Figure 1 shows three types of jigsaw puzzle
configuration. The puzzle of Fig. 1 (a) has only
triradial junctions, and that of Fig. 1 (b) has
only quadradial junctions. Figure 1 (c) shows

Fig. 1 Jigsaw puzzle configuration and junction
radiality.

the configuration of the most popular and most
commercially available jigsaw puzzles (shorted
as MPMCA jigsaw puzzles). It has triradial
junctions on its exterior boundary and quadra-
dial junctions in its interior. This is the target
jigsaw puzzles of our research. In the follow-
ing, the jigsaw puzzle means the MPMCA jig-
saw puzzle that takes the structure as shown in
Fig. 1 (c), if no specific explanation.

The objective of our work is to let the com-
puter arrange a set of given jigsaw pieces into a
single, well-fitting structure, with no gaps left
between adjacent pieces.

Next, let us describe the definitions, symbols,
and notations.

4.1 Jigsaw Pieces
We use Pi to denote the i-th piece, and the

set SP to denote all pieces, that is,
SP = {P0, P1, · · · , PN−1}, (1)

where N is the total number of the jigsaw pieces.
4.2 Jigsaw Piece Boundary Curves
For Pi ∈ SP (i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1), its bound-

ary curve is denoted by Bi, which is a closed
curve. In Cartesian coordinates, the boundary
curve Bi is expressed by its coordinate func-
tions xi(s) and yi(s), where s is a path-length
variable along the curve. All boundary curves
of pieces in SP are denoted by

SB = {B0, B1, · · · , BN−1}. (2)
In the following description, the boundary

curve Bi is simply called curve Bi if this does
not cause confusion.

4.3 Curvature
For the curve Bi ∈ SB(i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1),

the curvature at any point M is defined as the
instantaneous rate of change of α, which is the
angle subtended by the tangent at point M with
the x axis, with respect to the arc-length s,
given by

K(M) = lim
�s→0

�α

�s
. (3)
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The curvature function can be defined in
terms of the derivative of the coordinate func-
tions xi(s) and yi(s) as

K(xi, yi) =
∂2yi

∂x2
i

/
[1 + (

∂yi

∂xi
)2]

3
2 . (4)

A simple form of the curvature, derived by Rat-
tarangsi and Chin 5), is given by

K(xi, yi) = ẋiÿi − ẍiẏi. (5)
All curvature functions of curves in SB are

denoted by
SK = {K0,K1, ·,KN−1}. (6)

4.4 Dominant Point
A dominant point is normally considered as

a point on the curve in which the absolute cur-
vature has a local maximum. For Bi ∈ SB , its
k-th dominant point is denoted by Dk

i , and all
its dominant points are denoted by

SDi
= {D0

i , D
1
i , · · · , DNi−1

i }, (7)

where Ni is the total number of dominant
points of the curve Bi. The dominant points
are numbered clockwise.

4.5 Interior Angle of the Dominant
Point

As shown later in Section 6.2.1, to de-
tect the dominant points, a searching pro-
cedure is applied to detect the local max-
imum of the absolute curvature within the
region of support given by the sequence
{|Kl

i |, · · · , |Kk−1
i |, |Kk

i |, |Kk+1
i |, · · · , |Kr

i |}, where
Kk

i is the curvature of the point in question, and
Kl

i and Kr
i are the curvature at the leftmost

point Ml and rightmost point Mr of the local
region of support, respectively. The region of
support for each point Mk is the largest possi-
ble window containing Mk in which |Ki| to both
the left and right of Mk is strictly decreasing.
Then, Mk is considered as a dominant point,
and is denoted as Dk

i . The angle formed by the
three points Ml, Dk

i , and Mr, i.e., � MlD
k
i Mr,

is defined as the interior angle of the dominant
point Dk

i , and is simply denoted by θk
i . The

interior angles of all dominant points in Pi are
expressed as

Sθi
= {θ0

i , θ
1
i , · · · , θDi−1

i }. (8)

4.6 Corner Point and Its Interior An-
gle

The point, where the junction exists, is de-
fined as the corner point. For an MPMCA jig-
saw puzzle, each piece has four corner points.

Fig. 2 Boundary curve of a Jigsaw piece included in
a real-world image.

Corner points are included in dominant points,
and they are special dominants. To differenti-
ate from the dominant points, the corner points
and their corresponding interior angle are, re-
spectively, denoted by

SCi
= {C0

i , C
1
i , C

2
i , C

3
i } (9)

Sαi
= {α0

i , α
1
i , α

2
i , α

3
i }. (10)

Figure 2 shows an example of the boundary
curve of a jigsaw piece in a real-world image.
The points numbered from 0 to 19 clockwise
are dominant points, and the points numbered
as 2, 7, 12, 17 are the corner points which are
renumbered from 0 to 3.

4.7 Jigsaw Piece Edge
For Bi ∈ SB, the curve is segmented at the

corner points in SCi
. The curve between two

consecutive corner points Ck
i and Ck+1

i is de-
fined as a Jigsaw piece edge, or simply called
edge, where k = 0, 1, 2, 3 (modulo 4). Every
piece of MPMCA jigsaw puzzles has four edges.
An edge of jigsaw piece Pi, when it is traced
from its initium m to its terminus n clockwise,
is denoted as Emn

i , and is denoted as Ênm
i when

traced from its terminus n to its initium m,
counterclockwise. Clockwise edges and coun-
terclockwise edges are respectively denoted by

SEi
= {E01

i , E12
i , E23

i , E30
i } (11)

SÊi
= {Ê10

i , Ê21
i , Ê32

i , Ê03
i }. (12)

4.8 Central Angle between Two Dom-
inant Points

Let Oi express the centroid of Pi. The angle
formed by the three points Dk

i , Oi, and Dl
i, i.e.,

� Dk
i OiD

l
i, is called the central angle between

Dk
i and Dl

i, and is denoted by γkl
i .

Moreover, to recognize jigsaw pieces, it is nec-
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essary to construct a jigsaw model. This is
given in the next section.

5. Model Construction of Jigsaw Pieces

To reduce the computation time, jigsaw
pieces should be roughly categorized by using
the shape information because the number of
the boundary shapes of the jigsaw pieces is very
small. To do this way, firstly, it is necessary to
recognize the boundary shape of jigsaw pieces.
Therefore, the jigsaw piece models are needed.

When the people solve the MPMCA jigsaw
puzzle by hand, they firstly focus on the bound-
ary of a jigsaw piece and separate it into four
edges at four corner points. And then they try
to find their best-matched neighbor pieces by
matching the shape and image texture of each
edge with those of other pieces. Each of the four
edges can only be one of the following three pat-
terns, “—”, “ 	̄̄ ” and “ 
 ”. The first one is the
straight line and denoted by “L”. The second
is the curve that is concave to the centroid of
the jigsaw piece and denoted by “C”. The third
one is the curve that is convex to the centroid
of the jigsaw piece and denoted by “V”. The
edges of any MPMCA jigsaw pieces are com-
prised of these three kinds of patterns. These
three kinds of patterns are used to classify the
jigsaw pieces.

If we skeletonize the four edges of a jigsaw
piece, all jigsaw pieces can be classified into
three categories — corner piece, edge piece and
interior piece.

The corner piece, denoted by C, is located at
the corner of the whole jigsaw puzzle. There
exist four corner pieces in a jigsaw puzzle no
matter how big the number of the total pieces.
Considering all combinations of three kinds of
edge patterns, the corner pieces are further clas-
sified into four type as shown in the first row of
Table 1, which are named as C0, C1, C2 and
C3, respectively, and the edge configurations
are “CCLL”, “VCLL”, “CVLL”, and “VVLL”,
correspondingly, as given in Table 2. Here, it
is necessary to notice that “CLLC” is the same
with “CCLL” because “CCLL” can be obtained
by rotating “CLLC” or by changing the start
corner point. This is same to other pieces here-
after. In Table 1, the start corner point for
all patterns is set at left-bottom corner, and
the edges are traced clockwise. It is also nec-
essary to notice that the piece type C means
the “corner piece”, and the edge type C means
“concave”.

Table 1 Jigsaw pieces classification and their model
patterns.

Table 2 Jigsaw piece boundary description and each
edge’s neighbor piece type and edge type.

The edge piece, denoted by E, is located in
the four edges of the whole jigsaw puzzle. The
number of edge pieces change according with
the size of the jigsaw puzzle. Taking account of
all combinations of three kinds of edge patterns,
the edge pieces are classified into eight types
as shown in the second and third rows of Ta-
ble 1, which are named as E0, E1, · · · , E7, and
the edge configurations are “CCCL”, “CVCL”,
· · ·, “VVVL”, sequentially, as shown in Table 2.

The interior piece, denoted by I, is located in
the interior area of the whole jigsaw puzzle. The
number of the interior pieces also changes with
the size of a jigsaw puzzle, and is much bigger
than that of edge pieces. Counting all combina-
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tions of three kinds of edge patterns, the inte-
rior pieces are classified into six types as shown
in the fourth and fifth row of Table 1, which
are named as I0, I1, · · · , I5, and the edge con-
figuration are expressed as “CCCC”,“VCCC”,
· · ·, “VVVV”, correspondingly, as shown in Ta-
ble 2.

From above consideration, we can conclude
that there are 18 kinds of pieces in an MPMCA
jigsaw puzzle. Table 1 shows their pattern im-
ages, which are denoted by,

SM = {C0, · · · , C3, E0, · · · , E7, I0, · · · , I5}.
(13)

Let us employ the notation “W.U” to express
the edge connection relationships among jigsaw
pieces, where W means the neighbor piece type,
and U the neighbor edge type. Then the con-
nection relationships among these 18 kinds of
jigsaw pieces are summarized in Table 2. The
first column of Table 2 shows the jigsaw piece
categories, the second the piece types in each
category, and the third the piece boundary con-
figuration starting from the left-bottom corner
point of each piece pattern, clockwise. The 4-
th, 5-th, 6-th, and 7-th column shows the re-
quired neighbor piece type and neighbor edge
type of the four edges, i.e., E01, E12, E23, and
E30, respectively. For the corner pieces, there
exist two kinds of relationships — E.V and
E.C, as shown in the 4-th and 5-th column in
Table 2. E.V means that the required neighbor
piece is the edge piece, and the required neigh-
bor piece edge is “convex” edge. Similarly, for
the edge pieces, there exist 6 kinds of relation-
ships — E.V,E.C,C.V, C.C, I.V , and I.C. And
for the interior pieces, there exist 4 kinds of re-
lationships — E.V,E.C, I.V , and I.C. And X
in the 6-th and 7-th column means there does
not exist the neighbor piece.

Table 2 shows all possible connection rela-
tionships existing in a MPMCA jigsaw puzzle.
This table takes very important role in solving
a jigsaw puzzle by computer.

6. Algorithm Overview

Our algorithm to solve the jigsaw puzzle can
be formulated in six steps:
Step 1 Extract the jigsaw pieces from the

color input image and express the jigsaw
pieces by their boundary curves.

Step 2 Detect the dominant points of each
piece, and then search the corner points
from them.

Step 3 Separate the boundary curves into
four edges by taking the corner points as
the separation points (note that the corner
points are quartet points), and then per-
form the piece classification and recogni-
tion.

Step 4 Perform the boundary shape match-
ing to get the candidates of the neighbor
pieces to reduce the computation time be-
cause the number of boundary shapes are
very small.

Step 5 Perform the image merging between
the present piece and all candidates.

Step 6 Based on the result of Step 4 and 5,
the connection relationships among the jig-
saw pieces are recovered.

Step 1, 2, and 3 are explained in greater detail
below. Step 4, 5, and 6 are given in Part II,
another paper 8).

6.1 Jigsaw Piece Extraction
Jigsaw piece extraction is a problem belong-

ing to the field of object extraction. Roughly
speaking, there is no difference between con-
tour extraction and object extraction because
the object extraction is mainly realized via the
contour extraction and the goal of the contour
extraction is to extract the objects. These two
words will be considered as the same through
this paper if no specific notification. The con-
tour extraction is so important that it is impos-
sible to perform the object classification and
recognition if the contours of objects are not
extracted correctly. There is an abundant lit-
erature on this topic. This problem can be
further classified into the following four cate-
gories. They are I) contour extraction of ob-
jects with the monochromic texture from the
uniform background, II) contour extraction of
objects with the monochromic texture from the
complicated background (e.g., the indoor nat-
ural scene), III) contour extraction of objects
with the complicated texture from the uniform
background; and IV) contour extraction of ob-
jects with the complicated texture from the
complicated background. For the problems in
category I, it can be solved by applying the
existed binarization and contour-tracing algo-
rithm. This method has already been used in
the practical industry systems. The problems
in category II are represented by the human
face extraction from the natural scene3). The
problems in category III and IV have rarely
been discussed.

The problem of jigsaw piece extraction be-
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longs to category III. This kind of problem is
difficult since the textures are complicated and
they may include the same texture as that of
the background. We developed a new method
to extract the jigsaw pieces. In this method,
multiple color images with different background
color are employed to make a mask image.
Then, the evaluation image is created from one
of the input image. The last step is to perform
the conditional contraction to the mask image.

This method requires that the jigsaw pieces
be in the same position in the multiple input
images with a different background color, and
that the jigsaw pieces do not overlap each other
but keep apart enough to be extracted indepen-
dently. To satisfy this requirement, the follow-
ing contrivances are utilized to make the input
image. i) When to input the images by a cam-
era, the jigsaw pieces are put on a hard and
transparent plate (e.g., a piece of glass) which
is fixed on the table and kept an opening with
the table in order to change the background
color sheet. The camera is set upward. After
an image is taken, the background color sheet is
changed into another one with a different color
as shown in Fig. 3 (a). ii) When the image is
input by a scanner, the jigsaw pieces are put on
the top of the scanner, and pressed by a hard
and transparent plate. The background color
sheet is put on the top of the plate as shown
in Fig. 3 (b). After an image is scanned, the
background color sheet is changed into another
one with a different color. With these tech-
niques, the jigsaw pieces are kept at the same
position in the different input images with dif-
ferent background colors. Usually, the more the
background colors are, the better this method
works. At least, three components, such as red,
green and blue are needed. To ensure that this
method works well, another two background
colors, such as black and white, are employed.
Therefore, at present, red, green, blue, white
and black are selected as the background colors.
Details of this method are described below.

(1) Mask Image
The input image with red, green, blue, white,

and black background is binarized at a prede-
termined threshold, respectively. Because the
background colors are known, the threshold can
be determined easily. These five images, af-
ter being binarized, are conjugated to make the
mask image by using OR operation.

Fig. 3 (a) Input images with five different background
colors from video camera; (b) input images
from the scanner.

(2) Evaluation Image
The input image with a black background is

binarized by the automatic threshold selection
method 4). The output image is used as the
evaluation image. The evaluation image is used
as the condition to stop the conditional contrac-
tion of the mask image. Because the mask im-
age is made from multiple images with different
background colors, by applying the automatic
threshold selection method to each of them and
then employing OR operation to all of them,
the mask images contains the shades the of jig-
saw pieces and the spread of the contours of
the jigsaw pieces. To reason the contours of
the jigsaw pieces, a conditional contraction is
performed as described below.

(3) Conditional Contraction
The processing at this step is to make the

mask image converge to the evaluation image
by the conditional contraction. The conditional
contraction of the mask image is defined as fol-
lows:

If the contraction processing of the mask im-
age encounters a point where its correspond-
ing point on the evaluation image is not 0, this
point will not be eliminated. That is, G(x, y) is
set to 0, if and only if FM (x, y) is equal to 0 or
any of its 4 neighbors (or 8 neighbors) is equal
to 0, and FE(x, y) is also equal to 0, otherwise,
G(x, y) is set to 1.

Where G(x, y) is the output of the contrac-
tion, FM and FE are the mask image and eval-
uation image, respectively. FE is used as the
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condition during the contraction processing.
The processing at this step includes:

1) Perform the conditional contraction to the
mask image FM ;

2) Apply the contour-tracing algorithm to de-
tect the contours from the mask image;

3) Calculate the degree of accordance between
the contour detected from the mask image
FM and the evaluation image FE . Let ε de-
note the degree of accordance, ε is defined
by

ε =
NE

NT
, (14)

where NT is the total number of the points
on the contour, and NE is the number of
the contour points which lie on the evalua-
tion image.

These three operations are repeated until ε
exceeds the predetermined threshold εT . As
soon as this repetition stops, the contours ob-
tained at the step 2) are considered as the con-
tours (jigsaw piece boundary) we are searching
for.

Figure 4 (a)～(e) show the five input images
with black, blue, green, red, and white back-
ground, respectively, (f) the mask image, (g)
the evaluation image, and (h) the extracted jig-
saw pieces, respectively.

6.2 Corner Point Detection
Since the corner points are the special dom-

inants, it needs to relate the dominant point
detection before talking about the corner point
detection. The corner point detection is the
succeeding processing of dominant point detec-
tion. There is much literature on the domi-
nant point detection 5),7),9). The method used
in Yao, et al’s work is cited here, and is briefly
summarized in Section 6.2.1. The corner point
detection will be described in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Dominant Point Detection
The dominant point detection based on

multi-scale curvature is employed here 5). Let
us represent the coordinate functions xi(s) and
yi(s) of the jigsaw boundary curve Bi digitally
by a set of equally spaced Cartesian grid sam-
ples {xk

i , y
k
i } for k = 0, 1, · · · , Si − 1 (modulo

Si). The digital form of the curvature in equa-
tion (5) at point k on the curve Bi is computed
by

Kk
i = �xk

i �2yk
i −�2xk

i �yk
i , (15)

where � denotes the difference operator and
�2 is the second-order difference operator.

Fig. 4 (a)～(e) are the five input images with black,
blue, green, red, and white background, respec-
tively; (f) is the mask image; (g) is the evalu-
ation image; and (h) is the extracted jigsaw
pieces.

The digital Gaussian function in Burt’s
work 1) with a window size of K = 3 is used here
to generate smoothing functions at various val-
ues of σ, and is given by

h[0] = 0.2261, h[1] = 0.5478, h[2] = 0.2261,
(16)

where h[1] is the center value and
∑

h[k] = 1(k
= 0, 1, 2). This digital function has been men-
tioned as the best approximation of the Gaus-
sian distribution 1). For the digital smooth-
ing function with higher values of σ, the above
K =3 function is used in a repeating convolu-
tion process. For example, a K = 5 smoothing
function is obtained by convolving Eq. (16) with
itself once, and a 2(j + 1) + 1 digital smooth-
ing function is created by repeating the self-
convolution process j times.

For the boundary curve Bi digitally repre-
sented by {xk

i , y
k
i } for k = 0, 1, · · · , Si−1 (mod-

ulo Si), which has a perimeter arc length of
length Si, the digital Gaussian smoothing func-
tion with a largest σ for the coarsest bound-
ary representation must have a window size no
larger than Si in order to avoid aliasing.

A digital multiscale representation of the
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curve Bi from σ = 0 to σmax(= Si/6) is
constructed by the digital Gaussian function
defined above. The multiscale digital curva-
ture of the curve Bi can be obtained accord-
ing to Eqs. (15) and (16). The next step
is to determine the dominant points for a
given σ(0 ∼ σmax). Details are as follows:
For each point k of the curve Bi, a search-
ing procedure is applied to detect the local
maximum of the absolute curvature within
the region of support given by the sequence
{|Kl

i |, · · · , |Kk−1
i |, |Kk

i |, |Kk+1
i |, · · · , |Kr

i |}, where
Kk

i is the curvature of the point in question, and
Kl

i and Kr
i are the leftmost point Ml and right-

most point Mr of the local region of support, re-
spectively. The region of support for each point
k is the largest possible window containing k in
which |Ki| to both the left and right of k is
strictly decreasing. A boundary point is not
an absolute maximum if such a region of sup-
port cannot be determined for that point. This
processing is applied for all σ from 0 to σmax.
When σ changes from small to big, those dom-
inant points brought about the boundary noise
will disappear. For the multiscale digital curva-
ture map, the filtering processing is employed.
After this processing, the left dominant points
are considered as the final result. Details are
related in literatures 5),7).

For Bi ∈ SB(i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1), the above
procedure is applied, then the dominant point
for Pi ∈ SP can be obtained.

6.2.2 Corner Point Detection
The corner points are the special domi-

nant points. Suppose that quartet points
Ds

i , D
t
i , D

u
i , D

v
i ∈ SPi

(i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, s �=
t �= u �= v) are the corner points, they have the
following properties:
I Their interior angles are almost same, that

is,
αs

i ≈ αt
i ≈ αu

i ≈ αv
i ≈ 90◦. (17)

II The central angles between any succeeding
two of them are nearly same, that is,

γst
i ≈ γtu

i ≈ γuv
i ≈ γvs

i ≈ 90◦. (18)
III Their distances to the centroid of the jig-

saw piece Pi are approximately same, that
is,

||Ds
i −Dc|| ≈ ||Dt

i −Dc|| ≈
||Du

i −Dc|| ≈ ||Dv
i −Dc||, (19)

where DC is the centroid of Pi. This is
the same in the following if without specific
explanation.

IV Within the regions of support of them, the

Fig. 5 Filtering processing of the dominant points.

partial boundary curves are all convex from
the centroid.

V The line decided by the leftmost and right-
most points of the region of support of Ds

i

is nearly perpendicular to the line decided
by Ds

i and DC . This is also right to Dt
i , D

u
i ,

and Dv
i .

The above properties are used to detect the
corner points from the dominant points. The
following gives the details.

(1) Filtering of Dominant Points
The filtering processing is based on property

IV and V as shown above.
For Dk

i ∈ SPi
, if‖DM − DC‖>‖Dk

i − DC

‖, the partial curve in the region of support of
Dk

i is concave to the centroid of Pi, it is dis-
carded (according to the property IV), where
DM is the intermediate point of the leftmost
and rightmost points of the region of support
of Dk

i (refer to Fig. 5).
And also, if |θk −θM | < Tθ1, or if |θk −θM | >

Tθ2, Dk
i is discarded (according to the property

V), where θk is the slope of the line passing Dk
i

and DC , θM is that of Ml and Mr (refer to
Fig. 5), and Tθ1 and Tθ2 are the predetermined
threshold values (at present they are set at 60◦
and 120◦, respectively).

This processing is applied to all dominant
points of Pi in SP (i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1). The
dominant points, after being filtered, are passed
to the next step for searching the corner points.

(2) Searching the Corner Points from
Dominant Points

The corner point searching procedure is as
follows:
1) Suppose Dj

i ∈ SDi
is the first corner point

(j is initialized with 0);
2) Search the second corner point. For Dk

i

(initial value of k is j + 1), if it satisfy

Tα1 ≤ αk
i ≤ Tα2, (20)

Tγ1 ≤ γkj
i ≤ Tγ2, (21)
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∣∣∣∣ ||D
j
i −Dc||−||Dk

i −Dc||
||Dj

i −Dc||

∣∣∣∣≤TDist, (22)

it is considered as the second corner point,
then go to 3) to search the third corner
point. Otherwise, move to the next dom-
inant point and check whether it satisfies
the above requirements or not. This is re-
peated till the second corner point is ob-
tained. If all dominant points, except Dj

i
in SDi

, are checked, and the second cor-
ner point is not detected, j is increased by
1 and go to 1). It is necessary to notice
that Tα1 and Tα2 are the predetermined
threshold values for the interior angles, Tγ1

and Tγ2 are those of central angles, and
TDist is that of relative distance of the Eu-
clidean distance. At present, they are set at
70◦, 120◦, 60◦, 120◦, and 0.3, respectively.

3) Search the third corner point. For Dl
i (ini-

tial value of l is k + 1), if it satisfy the
requirements in Eqs. (20), (21), and (22),
it is thought of as the third corner point,
then go to 4) to search the fourth corner
point. Otherwise, move to the next dom-
inant point and check whether it satisfies
these three requirements or not. This is
repeated till the third corner point is ob-
tained. If all dominant points, except Dj

i
and Dk

i , in SDi
, are checked, and the third

corner point is not detected, j is increased
by 1 and go to 1).

4) Search the fourth corner point. For Dm
i

(initial value of m is l + 1), if it satisfy the
requirements in Eqs. (20), (21), and (22),
it is thought of as the fourth corner point,
then go to 5). Otherwise, move to the next
dominant point and check whether it satis-
fies these three requirements or not. This is
repeated till the fourth corner point is ob-
tained. If all dominant points, except Dj

i
and Dk

i , and Dl
i, in SDi

, are checked, and
the fourth corner point is not detected, j is
increased by 1 and go to 1).

5) The quartet points obtained from 1) to 4)
are considered as one candidate of the quar-
tet corner points. Repeat the processing
from 1) to 4) to obtain all candidates.

6) All candidates are sorted according to the
likelihood degree ξ of the rectangle. Sup-
pose Du

i , Dv
i , Dw

i , and Dx
i represent one

quartet points of candidates corresponding
to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4-th corner point,

Fig. 6 (a) is the dominant points from the boundary
curves in Fig. 4 (h), and (b) is the corner points
detected from (a).

ξ is defined as
ξ = |� Du

i D
v
i D

w
i − � Dw

i Dx
i D

u
i |+

+|� Dw
i Du

i D
v
i − � Du

i D
w
i Dx

i |+||Du
i −Dv

i ||
+||Dv

i −Dw
i ||+ ||Dw

i −Dx
i ||+ ||Dx

i −Du
i ||

+||Dv
i −Dx

i ||+ ||Dw
i −Du

i ||. (23)
The candidate with smallest likelihood de-
gree of the rectangle is selected as the cor-
ner points.

This processing is applied to all dominant
points in SDi

(i = 0, 1, · · · , N −1). Then we can
obtain the corner points for all jigsaw pieces in
SP .

Figure 6 (a) shows the dominant points from
the boundary curves in Fig. 4 (h), and (b) is
the corner points detected from the dominant
points in Fig. 6 (a).

7. Jigsaw Piece Classification and
Recognition

The jigsaw piece classification is to deter-
mine which category the present piece belongs,
and the jigsaw piece recognition is to determine
which model it corresponds to, in SM . The jig-
saw piece recognition consists of the edge recog-
nition and the piece type recognition.

7.1 Edge Recognition
For Bi ∈ SBi

(i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1), it is sepa-
rated into four edges at the corner points. The
edge recognition is to determine which edge pat-
tern the present edge corresponds to, the line
pattern L, or the concave pattern C, or the con-
vex pattern V. The following shows the details.

For the edge between the corner point Ck
i and

Ck+1
i , that is, Ek,k+1

i of Pi(k = 0, 1, 2, 3, mod-
ulo 4), if it satisfies h ≤ ||Ck

i − Ck+1
i ||/5, it

is thought of as a line edge L. If it satisfies
h > ||Ck

i −Ck+1
i ||/5, and DM is on the left side

when tracing from Ck
i to Ck+1

i , clockwise, it is
considered as a convex edge V, otherwise it is a
concave edge C. Where DM is the most deviant
point from the line l decided by Ck

i and Ck+1
i ,

and h is the distance from DM to l, as shown
in Fig. 7.

This processing is applied to Pi ∈ SP (i =
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Fig. 7 Edge recognition.

0, 1, · · · , N − 1), and then the edge types of all
pieces are obtained.

7.2 Jigsaw Piece Recognition
After the edge recognition, we obtain a four-

letter string for every piece, which is comprised
of “L”, “C”, and “V”. The jigsaw piece recog-
nition is to perform the matching between the
four-letter string of the jigsaw piece in ques-
tion and those of models in SM . Suppose
“X1X2X3X4” is the four-letter string of the jig-
saw piece in question, the details of the match-
ing are as follows.

Take the four-letter string of the first
model in SM , and perform the matching with
“X1X2X3X4” , “X2X3X4X1” , “X3X4X1X2”,
and “X4X1X2X3”. If the matched string is
found, the piece in question is thought of as
the same type with that one in SM . Other-
wise, move to the next model in SM and repeat
the above matching. This operation is repeated
until the matched model is found.

This processing is applied to Pi ∈ SP (i =
0, 1, · · · , N − 1), and then the piece types of all
pieces are obtained.

8. Experiment Results

The above algorithms are implemented on
a Windows platform. The programming lan-
guage is C++.

Figure 8 shows one of the experimental re-
sults. Figure 8 (a) is one of the input im-
ages with a white background, where 14 jigsaw
pieces are included (Ignore red “×” marks at
this time, this will be described later). Fig-
ure 8 (b) shows the detected jigsaw pieces and
their corner points obtained from the dominant
points. The jigsaw pieces are numbered from P0

to P13 during the detection operation, automat-
ically. The numbers on the corners of each piece
are the corresponding numbers of the dominant
points.

The edge recognition and piece recognition

Fig. 8 (a) is one of the input image, and (b) shows
the corner points obtained.

results are shown in Fig. 9, where corner points
are renumbered from 0 to 3, in the order of
searching, the small “●” shows the start corner
points referring to jigsaw piece model in Ta-
ble 1, and the piece type is plotted right after
the piece number and “,” at the centroids.

To evaluate this method quantitatively, the
corner point detection error is determined as
the average distance between the assigned cor-
ner points and the detected corner points, that
is,
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Fig. 9 Piece recognition result of the jigsaw pieces
extracted from the input image in Fig. 8 (a).

err =
N−1∑
i=0

3∑
j=0

||C̃j
i −K×Cj

i ||
/
(4×N), (24)

where C̃j
i is the assigned corner points as

marked by “×” in the input image in Fig. 8 (a),
Cj

i is the detected corner point, N is the total
number of jigsaw pieces in the input image, and
K is the shrinkage coefficient to show the whole
input image on the computer screen. The po-
sition of C̃j

i is assigned by clicking the mouse
button on the computer screen by the operator.
In this method, the position of C̃j

i may change
according to the operators. Therefore, the eval-
uation experiment is repeated for ten times by
two operator (five times for each), the average
value of err from the Eq. (24) is considered as
the corner point detection error. For the input
image in Fig. 8 (a), the value of K is set at 0.3 to
show the image on the screen completely, and
the corner point detection error is equal to 1.53
dots.

We also tested the other real-world images.
The corner point detection errors are less than
2 dots. A part of these results can be seen in
Part II, another paper 8).

9. Conclusions

This paper is Part I of the whole work and
related jigsaw piece extraction, corner point de-
tection, and piece classification and recognition.

Real world images are used to test these algo-
rithms, for all input images, the corner point
detection errors are smaller than 2 dots. These
results are satisfactory.

The algorithms for extracting the jigsaw
pieces, detecting the dominant points, and
searching the corner points can be directly used
for the other applications.

Pieces of MPMCA jigsaw puzzles can be clas-
sified into 18 model patterns. The connection
relationships among these 18 patterns are de-
rived and summarized in Table 2. This greatly
reduces the computation time and makes it pos-
sible for a computer to solve jigsaw puzzles.

The next step of our work is to recover
the connection relationships among the jigsaw
pieces based on the piece recognition results.
This will be related in Part II, another paper.
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